Can complex traits be re-evolved by lineages that have lost them? Phylogenetic study now suggests that wings may indeed have reappeared several times within the ancestrally wingless stick insects.
The evolution of wings is widely regarded as a major contributing factor in the evolutionary success of the insects, providing abundant new possibilities for dispersal, prey capture and predator avoidance. Insect wings (like eyes) are an example of the complex structures whose evolution so troubled Darwin, and which remain important foci for work on the evolution of development. A major question for these structural adaptations -and for other complex traits, such as sexual reproduction -is whether lineages that lose them can ever regain them. The prevailing view is that such re-evolution is unlikely because, after their loss, the genes required for their development should be free to accumulate mutations and so become nonfunctional. This issue is examined directly in a recent paper by Whiting et al. [1] on the evolution of wings in stick insects (Phasmatodea).
Wings arose early in the diversification of insects [2] and characterise almost all living orders. Secondary loss of wings has occurred in many lineages and a few orders, such as the Siphonoptera (fleas), have become completely wingless. Detailed phylogenetic study of the stick insects has now indicated the converse: that wings may have been regained by some members of an ancestrally wingless group [1] . This conclusion arises from the mapping of wing traits -presence of fully-formed wings, reduced non-functional wings, or the complete absence of wings -over the stick insect evolutionary tree. The tree is based on sequence data (around 4500 base pairs) for three nuclear genes (for 18S and 28S rRNA and histone H3). Application of a range of tree-building techniques produces a tree topology that is both consistent across techniques and well-supported by the sequence data -crucial because the ability to accurately infer evolutionary history is strongly dependent on our confidence in the tree. The tree (Figure 1) shows that those species closest to other insect groups -and so closest to the ancestry of stick insects -are wingless, and that the winged stick insects are members of four more derived (recently evolving) lineages.
There are many ways in which such a distribution of winged-ness can evolve. The assumption that evolution acts so as to minimise the number of transitions between alternative states -parsimony -gives the solution shown in Figure 1A . This reconstruction involves a basal loss of wings in the ancestor of stick insects and four independent re-evolutions of wings. An alternative view could be that the re-evolution of wings is impossible and that all the wingless lineages must have arisen by independent loss of wings from winged ancestors ( Figure 1B ). This interpretation requires more transitions between states but, if wing loss is much more probable than regaining wings, this pattern of evolution may still be correct. How are we to choose between these extremes and a large number of intermediate alternatives?
Methods for reconstructing patterns of evolution allow us to weight the probability of different types of evolutionary change. So, while the reconstruction seen in Figure 1A might involve minimal evolutionary change when wing loss and gain are weighted equally, there will be a threshold relative difficulty of wing gain (infinite in Figure 1B ) at which wing re-evolution will cease to be the most probable explanation for the observed pattern. Whiting et al. [1] show that, depending on the method of analysis used, re-evolution of wings must be between 11 and 1,400 times more difficult than wing loss for the pattern seen in Figure  1A to be rejected. Does this mean we should accept that wings really have re-appeared in stick insects? Would 25,000 times, say, be a big enough difference? There is no statistical test that tells us the threshold value above which one evolutionary scenario is definitely true! Wing loss has probably happened independently thousands of times in insects and, if this reflects the relative ease of wing loss over regaining wings, frequent wing loss may still be a more probable explanation of the stick insect pattern than rare wing re-evolution.
We must also use caution when applying any optimisation technique for reconstructing the evolution of characters. Sometimes evolution just does not happen optimally, and there are feasible scenarios for which none of the available methods will return the right answer. An example is shown in Figure 2: here, a winged stick insect lineage gives rise, independently, to island races that lose wings and are then unable to disperse across water. This scenario produces the phylogeny and distribution of winged and wingless forms shown in Figure 2A From the morphology of extant and fossil forms [2] , and from similarities in gene expression with crustacean limbs [5] , it seems likely that the insect wing evolved from a dorsal branch of the ancestral arthropod leg. The development of insect legs and wings has been studied principally in Drosophila (see [3, 6] ). We have detailed knowledge of the repeated use of signalling pathways -such as Wingless! -and of the consequent control of gene transcription, as in the regulation of the gene vestigial through its wing-specific enhancers [7] . Flies are highly derived, with imaginal discs, while basal orders -such as stick insects and crickets -form their appendages differently. Here, the legs develop directly, from embryonic limb buds, but comparisons of gene expression [8] and of patterns of regeneration [9] suggest that their developmental mechanisms resemble those of Drosophila leg discs. The wings develop from pads that first protrude during mid larval life, but here there are no gene expression data and the few regeneration studies -one on winged stick insects [10] -do not suggest a close similarity with Drosophila wing discs.
Even if wing development differs in detail between stick insects and Drosophila, it will not differ in the fundamentals: the signalling pathways and transcription factors involved will also mediate development elsewhere and few, if any, genes will function only in forming the wing. Even with a shared toolkit, a problem remains, however, in explaining how the wing can be re-evolved after being lost. Genes, including those encoding developmental 'tools', have independent enhancers driving their expression in different contexts, under different transcription factor control [3, 4] . Shared genes will indeed remain exposed to selection in relation to their other functions, but surely their wing-specific enhancers would decay, preventing a direct return to former roles in wing development. In this case of the apparent reappearance of wings [1] , it would be illuminating to examine their development in the different winged lineages and in a related order, such as the Orthoptera, to determine whether all components of the ancestral developmental mechanism have indeed been retained/reinstated.
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